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FTBasicMMO provides memory management for the FT-817, FT-847, FT-857 and FT-897
transceivers including the D and ND versions and radios that have been modified to change the
frequency coverage. The program can be used to keep a backup of the memories and all of the

radio's settings which can be reloaded in the event of a radio reset being required. FTBasicMMO
Features: - Resets all radio settings - Saved/Recovers radio settings - Full backup and restore -

Reload radio - Keeps a backup of all radio memories - Remembers the last frequency displayed -
Remembers the last frequency received - Remembers all keys pressed - Uses an editable database

format FTBasicMMO Configuration: Configuration Files This program can be run from the
command line. To run the program from the command line you will need a front end that can be

used to edit configuration files. The program requires the following configuration files: i.
FT817D.cfg - This is the configuration file for the FT817-D. ii. FT817DND.cfg - This is the

configuration file for the FT817-ND. iii. FT847.cfg - This is the configuration file for the FT847.
iv. FT847ND.cfg - This is the configuration file for the FT847-ND. v. FT857.cfg - This is the

configuration file for the FT857. vi. FT857ND.cfg - This is the configuration file for the
FT857-ND. vii. FT897.cfg - This is the configuration file for the FT897. viii. FT897ND.cfg - This
is the configuration file for the FT897-ND. ix. FTBasicMMO.cfg - This is the configuration file for
the FT-BasicMMO. x. RadioReg.cfg - This is the configuration file for the radio registers. To use
the program you will need to add the directory where the configuration files are to the front end's

search path. Directory Information The configuration files can be found in the following locations:
i. FT817-D.cfg ii. FT817-ND.cfg iii. FT847.cfg iv. FT847ND.cfg v. FT

FTBasicMMO Free Download [Latest]

Keys in keyboard macros are a very useful feature, but are not universally available. KEYMACRO
provides keys that can be programmed using a keyboard macro, just as if it were a key on the

keyboard. KEYMACRO may be thought of as a programmable keyboard with a macro capability.
It works by defining a programmable macro, defining the character(s) to be entered when the

macro is entered, and defining the keyboard key that is to be used to enter the macro. Although a
keyboard macro is somewhat limited in what it can do, it can be very useful in certain situations.

Each macro is defined by a number of bits. Each bit is the number of characters (letter or number
or symbol) to be entered when the macro is entered. The macro data is converted to hex for storage.

KEYMACRO provides several predefined macros for common uses. The predefined macros
include one for each of the standard keys on the keyboard (a few macros are left over to allow easy
selection from the unused keys). KEYMACRO also supports macros for specific functions (i.e. the
Func command, for example). The definitions of these macros are limited to the functions that can

be used with the normal memory functions (memory set and memory clear). However, the
functions may be written in a way that allows them to be used with the memory functions to allow

more flexibility. The macros may be reprogrammed with data saved from a previous program.
Multiple macros may be defined. This is done using the INX command. The macro may be defined
to be a number of times longer than a single character. Each macro in the multi-macro program can
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be defined to work the same way (i.e. the macro works by replacing the single character data at the
specified address). KEYMACRO supports macros for most of the basic memory functions. LEN

and LR3LEN Description: These macro functions, sometimes called variable macro functions, have
a data field for specifying the data to be used as a length and a data field for specifying the data to
be used as a data length. The data for the data length fields is converted to hex for storage and is

restored when the macro function is read. By using these macros, it is possible to set the size of the
data field used by the macro, and, by using a few characters in the data field for the length (length

data) macro function, it is also possible to do this within 1d6a3396d6
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Memory and settings backup and reloading program for the FT-897, FT-847, FT-857 and FT-817
transceivers. FTBasicMMO has been tested on all of the Fama FM-897, Fama FM-847, Fama
FM-857 and Fama FM-817 transceivers, and the radios that have been modified to change the
frequency coverage. FTBasicMMO features: - Selectable mode. - Stores a backup of all radio
memories and settings. - Loads a backup of all radio memories and settings. - Shows the contents of
the memory and selected radio settings on the screen. - Allows you to program the radio by entering
the codes from the list. - Option to force a reset of the radio. - Option to restart the radio. - You can
edit the radio's own ID string. - Option to exit the program. - Option to reset the radio with a USB
reset. - Option to search for and select a radio memory and settings. - Option to display all radio
memory and settings. - Option to load a radio memory and settings. - Option to display the currently
loaded memory and settings. - Option to switch to User mode. - Option to view the currently loaded
memory and settings. - Option to copy the currently loaded memory and settings to the clipboard. -
Option to restore the currently loaded memory and settings from the clipboard. - Option to save the
currently loaded memory and settings to the clipboard. - Option to write the radio's serial number to
the clipboard. - Option to reset the radio via USB. - Option to turn on and off the radio's LEDs. -
Option to change the radio's display status. - Option to change the radio's display status for both the
display and memory of the radio. - Option to save the radio's current display status to a file. -
Option to save the radio's current display status to a file for both the display and memory of the
radio. - Option to clear the display of the radio. - Option to clear the memory of the radio. - Option
to clear the display of the radio. - Option to clear the memory of the radio. - Option to load the
radio's ID memory. - Option to delete the radio's ID memory. - Option to display the current radio
memory and settings in alphabetical order

What's New In FTBasicMMO?

FTBasicMMO is a compact application to aid you in your work with the D-STAR, ISO-14100 and
FT-817.0, FT-847.0, FT-857.0, FT-897.0 D-Star radios. With the help of the FTBasicMMO
application you will be able to track, keep and reload memories of your D-Star Radio including
different sections of settings. FTBasicMMO Features: - Store all memories and the settings in two
different.txt files on the computer. - Easily reloads the memories. - Detailed settings menu and a
complete help file. - Protects your radio from disassembling (these settings are saved in the
software even if you disassemble your radio!). - Settings: - - Frequency ranges. - - Radio user name,
user password and license, etc. - - Timers for all-channel and/or external beacon channe Additional
features: - Supports different hardware versions. - Programs: - - ISO-14100 (command and
measurement data is saved and can be used for post processing). - - V.108 - V.109 (used for
M0DEX-QF and R0PDEX-QF radios). FreewareWinzip 5.2.5.95Update 1Winamp 5.56.2Update
2FTBasicMMO 2.51.3.0PES 1.7(4.2)Update 3FTBasicMMO 1.51.0.0(3.1)Update 4FTBasicMMO
2.45.2.0(3.3)Update 5FTBasicMMO 2.45.2.0 (v2.9.2.1)Update 6FTBasicMMO
2.45.2.0(4.1.2.1)Update 7FTBasicMMO 1.20.0.0 (3.1)Update 8FTBasicMMO 2.45.2.0(4.0)Update
9FTBasicMMO 2.45.2.0(4.1.2.1)Update 10FTBasicMMO 2.45.2.0(4.1.2.1)Update
11FTBasicMMO 2.45.2.0(4.1.2.1)Update 12FTBasicMMO 2.45.2.0(4.1.2.1)Update
13FTBasicMMO 2.45.2.0(4.1.2.1)Update 14FTBasicMMO 2.45.2.0(4.1.2.1)Update
15FTBasicMMO 2.45.2.0(4.1.2.1)Update 16FTBasicMMO 2.45.2
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit Processor: Intel Core i5 2.4 GHz, or higher Memory: 2GB RAM, or higher
Graphics: Intel HD 4000, NVIDIA GTS 450 or better DirectX: Version 11 Storage: 8GB available
space This application is written with an eye toward usability and portability in mind. If you have
any feedback, or find a bug, please send an email to the email address listed in the additional credits
section. File size: 72 MB
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